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SOCIAL AND POLITICAL ORGANIZATION OF THE TROPICAL FOREST AND MARGINAL TRIBES
By Robert H. Lowie
South America, though as yet largely unexplored in point of social
and usage, has during the last decade or two revealed a
surprising range of phenomena, thanks both to intensive field research
and a scrutiny of old sources by trained ethnologists. The present
article will summarize the essential findings bearing on the institutions of marriage and the family; kinship usages and terminology;
moieties, clans, and bands; associations; government and law. It is
obvious that these topics are often intimately connected and must be
kept distinct solely from the needs of exposition. Moreover, any
distributional statement should be taken with the reservation that
large sections of the continent remain imperfectly known.
structure

MARRIAGE AND THE FAMILY
This topic

may be conveniently

split

up

into a variety of heads, such

toward extramarital intercourse; the institutional number of spouses conditions for entering wedlock tabooed, favored, and
prescribed partners; mode of residence; and relations, sentimental
and economic, between particular members of the family.
Extramarital relations. Premarital license, with due regard to
prohibited degrees, is carried to great lengths among the Chaco
tribes, the Barama, Carib^ Palicur^ and doubtless many other groups.
On the other hand, the Sherente are singularly prudish mothers or
aunts zealously guard the young girls, who thus have few opportunities for mingling with the other sex and any youth who indulges in
premarital relations is at once expelled from the bachelors' hut, a
very real penalty from the native point of view. Ajpinaye girls, too,
were expected to enter wedlock as virgins.
The Timbira and Sherente recognize a distinct class of females who
loosely consort with a variety of men. These "wantons," though
inferior in prestige to virtuous tribeswomen, are in no sense outcasts.
as attitudes

;

;

—

:

;

Premarital license is consistent with great strictness in wedlock, as
noted for the Rio Negro region. Even in the Chaco area Choroti
wives are said to be generally faithful to their husbands, though the
reverse does not hold true.
313
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As

for adultery, the attitude toward

it
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varies regionally.

Usually

a husband's lapses are treated as venial by public opinion, but a
Sherente wife is likely to take vigorous action against her husband
or her rival.

An

offending wife of this tribe

is

beaten, ejected,

and

her paramour is challenged to a duel
with old-fashioned weapons, such as clubs.
Plural marriage. Polygamy is less frequent than in Africa and

loses custody of her children

;

—

where

it

occurs

it is

;

usually

more

restricted.

In most cases the num-

ber of wives rarely exceeds three, and only a chief or a distinguished

man

has more than one. Sometimes, as among the Sherente^ a second
wife must be the first wife's sister (sororal polygyny). Nevertheless,
the institution locally assumes more ambitious forms. Guiana and
Jivaro Indians sometimes have 5 wives or more, and one Jivaro is
credited with 11. In this tribe the practice of head hunting reduces
the male population so as to render polygyny possible on a comparatively large scale.
Explanations for the institution are, however,
generally lacking. Thus, given the natural ratio of the sexes, it remains
obscure how virtually every Tamanac could have been a bigamist. In
essentially democratic communities monogamy may be expected as
the dominant form of marriage and is so reported, sometimes even as
obligatory {Ica^ Palicur^ Choroti^ Canella^ Apinai/e, Northern Cayayo^

Ona^ Yahgan).

On the Orinoco

The arrangements accompanying polygyny

vary.

a CariVs wives had each a separate hut and cultivated

plot (Gumilla, 1791)

.

A Tupinamba might even be married to women

in several settlements; otherwise they shared the

same

section of the

house with the husband, the eldest usually ranking the rest. The
sources sometimes stress the harmonious relations in such households.
Given matrilocal residence, polygyny requires special adjustment.
However, otherwise matrilocal groups often allow the chief and his
sons to remain in their native village so that the difficulty disappears
wherever plural marriage is the headman's privilege. Failing such
restriction, supplementary wives seem to have been paid for and then
moved to the house of the first wife's parents {Macushi). Sororal
polygyny, of course, presents no problem from this point of view.
Polyandry is nowhere a crystallized institution of the Toda or
Tibetan order, but occurs sporadically in association with other forms
of marriage. It is frequent, though less so than monogamy, among
the

Aweicoma

(Plenry, 1941).

Cases of the fraternal type are

re-

ported from the Yarwro and the Tupi-Cawahib. Among the Hiuinyam
there was in 1915 great paucity of women, which resulted in the

customary lending of wives to friends here even a 6 or 7 year old girl
was likely to have a suitor (Nordenskiold, 1924 b).
Residence. Matrilocalism is very frequent, especially in the
Chaco and the Amazon-Orinoco areas. Patrilocal residence predomi;

—

.
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and the

ex-

treme south. Notwithstanding their general cultural relations, the
Chaco Indians contrast in this respect with the Patagonians and
Fuegians.
Not all tribes have a fixed rule. Either form is possible among the
Choco (Stout, Handbook, vol. 4, p. 273) the Palicur theoretically
favor an independent household for the new couple, but pending their
ability to shift for themselves they stay with either the wife's or the
husband's parents, an arrangement that may become permanent. The
Tucuna type is transitional, for irrespective of ostensibly patrilocal
residence, a bride's parents do not permit the groom to take her far
away, so that they continue to exert their authority over her. This
example suggests that what matters is not under whose roof the newlyweds dwell, but which of the two family groups is able to influence them
and their offspring. From this angle a distinction must be drawn
between temporary and permanent matrilocal residence, the former
usually terminating with the birth of the first child. The Ghane
and Barama Garib illustrate the temporary; many Tropical Forest
tribes, some Ge^ and most Chaco groups, the lasting arrangement.
;

The

two main

norms as well as the
Araucanian bride purchase goes with patrilocal residence, whereas service for a wife is
the concomitant and transparent motive of matrilocalism. It is obviously preferable for a man to remain in his familiar haunts, which
fact explains the recurrent trend toward patrilocalism. This may be
brought about by compensation in lieu of normal bride-service. Characteristically, it is usually the chief and his heirs that are exempt
from the common necessity of leaving the settlement (Guiana) and
correlates of the

deviations from the

norm

residential

are illuminating.

;

Twpmamha

even allowed lesser men to take their wives home
provided they rendered extra services and showered their in-laws
with presents. An ingenious device for effecting the same end without running counter to the matrilocal rule is avuncular marriage.
man who marries his sister's daughter need not migrate, since in a
generally matrilocal society his niece's and his own native settlement
the

A

coincide.

A significant byproduct of full-fledged matrilocalism is the prestige
it

brings to the father of several daughters their husbands' joint labors
:

economic status and may even confer political power
{TupinaTnba^ Gumjaki)
Prerequisites to marriage. Absolute purchase of the bride seems
rare compared to service. Apart from the Araucanians^ the Gubeo
and the Goajiro make substantial payments, though these are in some
measure balanced by a dowry or trousseau. Concerning the Jivaro

raise his

—

the e"\ddence

is flatly

contradictory

:

Karsten reports service and ma-
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purchase and patrilocalism. Nor is the
Witoto situation clear according to Whiffen, the groom does not work
for his parents-in-law and offers only negligible presents, whereas
Preuss has it that a young man brings them a load of firewood and
a large bag of coca, besides rendering sundry services on subsequent
trilocal residence; Stirling,
:

visits.

Aside from the question of residence and compensation, the condiInfant betrothal was the Tamanac fashion, and Sherente parents arrange
everything during the partners' minority. However, the Apinaye^
though likewise given to planning their children's future marriage,
never force them into a distasteful union. In the Chaco, too, there
is great freedom; a Choroti girl may choose whomever she prefers.
On the other hand, the suitor may have to establish his competence
as a provider (Rio Apaporis Indians, Aparai^ Guiana Arawak). In
Guiana such tests were supplementary to the painful puberty ordeals
to which both sexes had to submit before marriage exposure to ant
A fair number of tribes combine tests
bites, flogging, and the like.
with instruction, vocational or moral, in a formal initiation for both
sexes {Yahgan) or only for boys {Ona^ Timbira), the festival being
a prerequisite to wedlock. Apinaye youths who had jointly completed
the ceremony nearly all got married on the same day, immediately
tions confronting a prospective couple diverge widely.

—

after the close of their ceremonial.

In some tribes the initiative may be taken by the girl {Pilagd) or
her kin, as when a nubile girl's parents eagerly court an exceptionally
adept Arecuna hunter or fisherman to marry their daughter.
Prohibited and favored unions. Local exogamy is strongly pronounced in both matrilocal and patrilocal centers (Guiana; northwestern Brazil; Fuegia). Elsewhere clan or moiety (see below)
exogamy may restrict the choice of a mate, relevant rules being strictly
interpreted by some of the tribes in question the Sherente insist on
adherence even when only extramarital relations are involved, whence
the custom of always taking tioo wantons, one from each division, on
hunting trips so as to enable all members to satisfy their sexual needs.

—

:

Local, clan, and moiety
partners.

On

exogamy eliminate various relatives as sex
the score of relationship by blood or marriage there

However, these very same kindred or affinities
are in other regions the mates preferred above all others, so that a
general survey will conveniently embrace prohibited and favored forms
are additional bars.

of marriage under the same head.
Brother-sister unions are authenticated for the royal family of Inea
Peru, but statements of their institutional occurrence outside the range
of Andean civilization must be treated with skepticism. On the other

hand, cousin marriage

is

both widely forbidden {Cayapa, Timbira,

—
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Mataco^ Choroti, Ona) and widely sanctioned. Though the sources
sometimes leave us in doubt whether the positive cases represent mere
indifference or a genuine preference, cross-cousin marriage is defi-

South American institution
more frequent than in North America. Its geographical and linguistic
range is indicated by the following incomplete list Yaruro^ Tamanac^
Caskinawa^ Jivaro^ Tupi-Gawahib^ Namhicuara^ Wapishana, Pilagd,
Cubeo, Sherente. Male cross-cousins marry each other's sisters among
the Ouheo, proving the more common symmetrical type of union. However, the Yaruro prohibit patrilateral cross-cousin marriage, which is
the only form permitted by the Sherente. Interestingly, the latter
favor more remote matrilineal kinswomen as wives, e. g., a matrilineal
nitely established as a rather frequent

:

great aunt's daughter's daughter.

Occasional statements about the marriage of parallel cousins {TamRucuyen) are too vague to carry conviction.

anac,

Avuncular marriage has already been mentioned in connection with
In the classical Tupinaiiiba example the husband
who settles in his wife's community is exempted from some of his
customary obligations if a brother-in-law exercises claims on his sister's
rules of residence.

With or without such associated ideas, the institution flouramong the Barama Carib^ Macushi^ Galibi^ Tamanac^ Island

daughter.
ishes

Carib^ Wapishana^ Jivaro^

Mvmdurucu^

NaTribicuara^ and Tupi-Cawa-

Since a maternal uncle would necessarily be of his niece's clan
or moiety under a matrilineal system, the custom is possible only
either in a patrilineal or a clanless society.

hib.

To return to affinal unions, levirate and sororate occur frequently,
though not always jointly or with equal potency. A Barama Garib
woman, e, g., always marries her deceased husband's brother or kinsman, but a widower need not take his sister-in-law to wife, though he
often does so. Our sources sometimes represent these customs as obligatory (Mundurucu) sometimes as favored (Tucima, Jivaro) or even
as only permitted (Botocudo)
That the Timbira and Northern Gayapo frown on the sororate and levirate is somewhat puzzling; their
unilateral organizations would seem to favor the principle of substituting one sibling for another, and their fellow-(ye, the Sherente,
approve the levirate.
Fraternal polyandry and sororal polygyny, conceptually related to
levirate and sororate, have already been touched upon. The former
has a limited distribution {Yaruro, Tupi-Gawahib), while the latter
is reported fairly often (e. g., Tamanac, Ghama, Sherente, Bororo,
Paressi, Tupi-Cawahib, Araiccanians, Ona, Yahgan). The common
North American rationalization that sororal polygyny bars disharmony among a man's wives is shared by the Araucanians.
,

,

.

Filial widow-inheritance, excluding as in Africa the heir's

own
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It

is

reported

from the TaTnanao, Macushi^ Galibi in the north, and from the Araucanians in the south.

Nepotic widow-inheritance, supplementing the levirate or independent of it, occurs among the matrilineal Goajiro.
A unique statement (Coudreau, 1886-87) indicating that, lacking a
brother-in-law, a Bucuyen widow will be inherited by her husband's
father, calls for reserve. On the other hand, the privignate a man's
marriage with his wife's daughter by a previous marriage ^lias been
credibly ascribed to the same people, to the Bororo (Levi-Strauss,
1936), and the Ona (Lothrop, 1928).
From the foregoing it appears that the same people may simultaneously recognize several forms of orthodox marriage. Thus, the
TamcmaG are credited with the levirate, sororate, sororal polygyny,
filial widow-inheritance, symmetrical cross-cousin marriage, and
avuncular marriage.
In this context may be noted the low correlation between duel divisions and cross-cousin marriage. The latter is lacking among the
Western and Eastern Timbira, but turns up among loosely organized
Forest tribes and with the multiple clan system of the Cubeo.
Family attitudes and kinship usages. In the present stage of
our knowledge we must discuss mainly the crystallized conceptions
that fall under this head. The division of labor between spouses is
probably the best documented phase of the subject.
As elsewhere, the men of the simpler farming tribes hunt, fish, and
make clearings for their wives to cultivate, the women also gathering
wild vegetable food. This pattern, however, admits of much variation.
To take the Sherente^ both sexes plant and weed, women harvest tubers
for daily use, men bring in the maize crop the Ashluslay also have
much collaboration in sowing, weeding, and garnering. Again, the
predominantly agricultural Chane^ where hunting and fishing have
dwindled to insignificance, resemble the Hopi of Arizona in letting
men tend the large maize ^plantations while women take care of the
gardens. Women sometimes catch fish, but as a rule by distinctive
techniques, say in baskets {Ashluslay) or only in shallow water
{Chane^ ChiHguano)^ whereas their husbands use nets. Women prepare alcoholic beverages {Yuracare, Taulipdng) and boil food in pots,
men broil fish or game on spits and grids (Yecuana). The Yahgan
exhibit a striking case of collaboration: the wife paddles the canoe
and secures it, the husband harpoons his quarry from the boat.

—
—

—

;

As

regards crafts, pottery

is

feminine, carving masculine, but, in

more frequently made by men
Motilon, Chane, Yuracare, Ghmrayu, Ghimane). There are con-

contrast to North America, baskets are
(e. g.,

.
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trary instances {Gayapa^ Yahgan), but Nordenskiold (1924 b) noted

with amazement that

Huanyam women wove

The theoretical and
from the

actual status of a wife

tribal ideology

and

baskets.
is,

of course, inseparable

associated social factors.

For example,

among the patrilocal Sherente^
the ejection of an erring wife is
in
owned
by
the
wife and her mother. Combut not
a Oanella home
possible

parisons are most serviceable between peoples of comparable level or

known

affinity.

Taking the Fuegians, the YcAhgan woman, who actuand is allowed to undergo initiation,

ally participates in the food-quest
is

better off than her

Ona

sister,

who

directly contributes little to the

barred from initiation by a men's society maintained
avowedly to keep the other sex in subjection. If we similarly compare
two Ge groups, the matrilineal, matrilocal CaneUa and Apinaye allow
larder and

is

the wife an absolute claim to the cultivated plot and to the house irrespective of the husband's part in erecting

it

;

the patrilocal, patrilineal

Sherente, on the other hand, assign corresponding property rights to
the man.

However, in our present ignorance single factors cannot be stressed
Thus it is not clear why the same investigator was struck by
the submissiveness of Sherente and by the arrogant independence of
Palicur women, who live in an equally patrilineal society and cannot
even benefit from consistent matrilocalism.
Notwithstanding usages that from our point of view militate against
too much.

romantic feelings, there is strong evidence that these are not wanting.
Bereaved or deserted Sherente spouses have been known to commit
suicide.
Koch-Griinberg lauds the matrimonial relations of the Cubeo

and was impressed with the mutual devotion of an inseparable young
couple. It is, however, obvious that such companionship hinges on
linked sociological features it cannot occur wherever an adult male is
;

obliged to spend

much of his time in a men's club or other organizations

{Bororo, Sherente) let alone where a man's tribal society is primarily
concerned with bullying women {Ona). The frequent separation of
the sexes at meals is also of obvious relevance {Carih, Turacare)
,

As in

other continents, the aboriginal craving for offspring reacts on

conjugal relations, since a barren wife

is likely to be despised {Taulipdng^ Guiana tribes).
The mystic bond assumed between parents and children is reflected in
the strict relations, culminating in the couvade, to which both father
and mother submit before and after the delivery in order to safeguard

the infant's health.

Indeed,

lovers as well as her

husband

among
all

the Oanella a married woman's

willingly subject themselves to the

regulations because of their potential paternity.

Apinaye^ the tie persists and

is

According

to the

applied in reverse, so that a mature

man
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will abstain from certain kinds of food lest he thereby injure an ailing
mother.
Usually children are well treated, though at puberty they may have
Otherwise their preparation for adult life
to undergo severe trials.
lacks rigorous discipline a Taulipdng lad of about 10 simply goes on
hunting or fishing trips with his father, learns to track game, and
practices archery with his age-mates. His sister helps their mother in
her daily tasks, fetching firewood or water, spinning, and preparing
;

manioc

cakes.

The degree

of intimacy between parents and children

spouses', affected

by sociological correlates.

like the

is,

Definite age classes divide

children from parents, as they do siblings from one another.

From

view the distinction between an exclusively bachelors' hall
(Sherente) and a joint club for men and youths (Bororo) is obviously

this point of

significant.

Grandparents, as well as parents, play their part, rigid rules of residence inevitably throwing into relief the elders of one or the other side
of the family. The matrilocal Apinaye stress the part of the maternal
grandmother, who after acting as midwife and nurse lovingly treasures
all possible mementos of a child's infancy in her medicine basket.

The

father's brothers rarely

assume a significant

them gives a boy the

patrilineal Sherente one of

role.

girdle

Among

the

and feather

symbolic of a bachelor's status, but otherwise even here these relatives
are overshadowed by the maternal uncles, notwithstanding native
theory that all uncles are equally esteemed.
As avuncular marriage illustrates, altogether peculiar

ties

may

spring from matrilocal residence. Owing to the multiplicity of factors, however, it is often difficult to determine the reason for relevant
contrasts between related and apparently in essential respects identical

For

tribes.

instance, the Canella

have a true avunculate, including a

decisive voice accorded to the maternal uncle in marriage arrange-

ments among the Apinaye the mother's brother is still an important
On the other
figure, but no longer determines his niece's marriage.
;

hand,

it is

not clear

why

these tribes differ in the transmission of

names the Apinaye consistently transfer these from maternal uncle
and aunt to sister's son and daughter, respectively; but the Canella
follow this scheme only for boys, while girls derive their name from
:

a father's

may

sister, reciprocity

being considered vital in the sense that

name unless the transferrer
who can receive those of her cousin's mother (who is
her father's sister). Nor can the avunculate be regarded as wholly
bound up with matrilocal residence, for it is nearly as strong among
the patrilocal Sherente as among the matrilocal Tirribira.
A special development appears among the Goajiro, where the eldest
a boy

not take his maternal uncle's

has a daughter
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entitled to

greater deference than his younger brothers, nephews not being

allowed to speak in his presence without his permission. From the
much less formal reverence, but claims the bride-price
for all of them and may accept or reject their suitors. Theoretically,
the senior maternal uncle leaves all his property to his eldest sister's
eldest son. In practice he tries to circumvent the law by giving away
nieces he exacts

as

much

of his possessions as possible to his sons during his lifetime.

This constitutes a suggestive parallel to the conflict between parental
and avuncular legal norms in the Trobriands of Indonesia and
among the Tsimshian of British Columbia.
An unusual phenomenon is the special concern over Yahgan newlyweds on the part of the husband's paternal uncle and the wife's
maternal aunt, who act as the couple's mentors.
Restrictions on the social relations of a maturing brother and
sister are carried so far by the Yahgan that they are separated even
in a canoe. Among the Sherente^ they avoid meeting alone outdoors.
From about his tenth year on an Apinaye male will no longer walk
with a sister or a niece he goes past her if they meet alone outside
the village, and takes care not to pass under her when she is seated on
the roof or in a tree. The Nambicuara do not go to such lengths, but
neither siblings nor parallel cousins are expected to joke together or
to talk unnecessarily. As a rule such prohibitions do not interfere
with a strong sense of solidarity, but among the Yahgan the bond is
strangely weak even between siblings of the same sex.
There is more evidence on taboos for affinities, which range from
the Island Carib to the Yahgan.
According to a 17th-century source (Breton in Kirchhoff, 1931,
p. 138), the newly married Antillean Carib who settles among his
wife's kin does not speak to his parents-in-law and siblings-in-law
and tries not to meet them. The explicit inclusion of the sisters-inlaw merits attention, but seems to require confirmation. Less
anomalous are the conditions obtaining in Barama Canb society:
there is a taboo between a man and his parents-in-law, which is
particularly stringent between him and his wife's mother. Similarly,
a Yaruro woman neither speaks to her daughter's husband nor travels
with him unaccompanied. Here we are explicitly assured of what we
can reasonably assume for comparable observations, viz, that the
relationship is one of respect, not hostility the woman prepares food
and pouches for the son-in-law, who receives them via his wife and
love

;

:

;

expected to provide for and protect his mother-in-law.

he in turn is
A woman's relations with her husband's parents are reserved, but
this is of little practical import since she rarely sees them, a situation
paralleled among the Barama Carib. On the other hand, the Arau-
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canians taboo social intercourse both between mother-in-law and sonin-law and between father-in-law and daughter-in-law (Guevara Silva,
The Sherente^ too, emphasize these taboos, whereas the restric1913 )
.

on a parent-in-law and children-in-law of the same sex are less
It is all the more remarkable that in the extreme south
among Patagonians (Musters, 1871), Ona (Gusinde, 1931), and
Yahgan (Gusinde, 1937) the stronger taboo obtains between fatherin-law and son-in-law.
The reverence due to fathers-in-law is
stressed in myths (Gusinde, 1937, pp. 658 ff., 1239, 1269)
The Nmnbicuara recognize a special bond between "brothers-inlaw," who play certain games together and demonstratively stress
mutual affection. The term actually embraces half of a man's masculine generation-mates the male cross-cousins, since unions are here
mainly of the symmetrical cross-cousin type. Two depleted Nambicuara bands have in recent years fused, the men of either group
adopting those of the other as their brothers-in-law. This automatically made the wives of one band the "sisters" of the other band's
men. Thus, the children in either became proper mates for those in
tions

rigorous.

—

—

the originally alien group. Levi-Strauss has indicated the analogy
of the feature to ancient Tufi usage and to Latin-European comperage. As will be seen presently, some Brazilian natives equate the

Portuguese term "compadre" with aboriginal designations for an
assumed relationship of a somewhat different connotation.
In addition to the usages prescribed for actual and classificatory
kin or affinities, various customs exist which rest on an assumed tie of
comradeship.
The Canella recognize two radically distinct ties of this order,
corresponding to the joking and the respect relationships encountered
in other areas. When an initiation festival approaches its completion
either two of the youths or either of the two girl auxiliaries and one
of the initiates may agree to become each other's kwu'iio'. Theoretically indissoluble, the tie loses practical importance by the time the
comrades attain middle age. Until then they are boon companions,
aid each other whenever possible, but are unrestrained in mutual
jesting or conversation and publicly reprove each other without fear
of giving umbrage. Two male kwu'no' may temporarily exchange
wives, but only if the women consent. Quite different is the second
type of bond, called hapiii for men, pincwei for women. Ordinarily
develops automatically the recipients of certain personal names are
who bear certain other names.
male and a female "friend" of this category must neither marry nor
philander, and unseemly conversation between them is prohibited.
it

:

A

ipso facto the "friends" of those

But even two males are circumspect, must remain serious in each
other's presence, and avoid familiarity in addressing the other neither
;

:

Vol.5]
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supposed to look at him. Whereas spontaneous assistance is a moral
must beg of another. Finally, there are reciprocal
ceremonial duties, including decoration at festivals and funerals.
Among the Apinaye the parents or grandparents of a child about
5 years old select from definite social groups (kiye') a man and a
woman who henceforth stand in a special relationship to him. They
command the youngster's respect, must never have sexual intercourse
with him or her, and have the duty of preparing a decorative outfit for
their junior partner. The survivor of the unit thus formed had the
is

obligation, no hapin

privilege of decorating the other's corpse

and became his principal

heir.

A

roughly comparable institution occurs among the Shipaya at a
two men step before the war god's statue, announce their
intentions, and are consecrated by the medicine man, who blows
tobacco smoke on them. Henceforth, the two compadres (as they are
called by both Timbira and Shipaya who speak Portuguese) are
pledged to mutual aid and respect, which bars indecent conversation
between them.
On the upper Xingu friendship may be cemented by an exchange of
names, as Von den Steinen (1897, pp. 145, 150) discovered among the
Aueto and the Mehinacu. The Taulipdng^ Island Carib, Guiana Arawak, and Warrau all share this custom (Koch-Griinberg, 1923 a, 3
:

festival

146

f.).

—

Kinship terminology. Our information on this subject does not
warrant a real characterization. A few general statements, however,
seem permissible.
As in most primitive societies outside of Polynesia, individuals are
generally addressed not by personal names, but by kinship terms even
strangers are put into a plausible category. The previously mentioned wholesale adoption of "brothers-in-law" by two Narribicuara
bands illustrates the tendency.
All of the four basic types of systems recognized by Kirchhoff and
Lowie are represented in the available records. What is known of
the Siriono nomenclature indicates a pure Generation type: father,
maternal and paternal uncle; mother, maternal and paternal aunt;
siblings, parallel and cross-cousins are, respectively, classed together.
;

The rarity of such classification outside of Polynesia is noteworthy.
The Lineal type seems to occur more frequently. However, the
separation of the direct line of relatives from more remote kin and
the lumping together of collateral relatives irrespective of the maternal
or paternal connections characterizes most European nomenclatures,

hence some of the reported instances may reflect Caucasian influence.
Since even competent observers have often been remiss in investigating
this subject, it is also possible that they

have failed to inquire into
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relevant distinctions.
find this type

among

the

Arawak
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at their face value,

lists

we

of Northwest Brazil (Koch-Griin-

and of the Pomeroon (Eoth, W. E., 1924) as well as
among the Pilagd (Metraux, 1937)
The Bifurcate Collateral type is apparently exemplified by the

berg, 1923 b)

Sipibo (Steinen, 1897) there are three separate terms for the males
and as many for the females of the first ascending generation and at
least two radically different stems in addition to the word for "son"
:

;

occur in the

first

descending generation.

type, which groups the father's brother
with the father, the mother's sister with the mother, distinguishing
them, respectively, from the maternal uncle and the paternal aunt, is
amhicuara^ Ganella^
tolerably well illustrated by the Barama Carib,
systems.
Sherente
and
Rather frequently a terminology simultaneously exhibits the criteria

The Bifurcate Merging

N

of more than one type.

The Mataco

are Lineal in the parental gen-

eration, but in applying sibling terms to the children of both parents'

siblings they

Ona scheme

go to the opposite extreme of a Generation type. The
Lineal in ego's, but Bifurcate Collateral in the next

is

higher generation.
Matrimonial arrangements deeply color a number of systems.

This

by the Barama Garib^ who apply a single term to a man's
cross-cousin
and his sister's daughter; practicing both crossfemale
cousin and avuncular marriage, they simply use one generic term for
both groups of marriageable females. Similarly, the Nambicuara man,
who looks forward to marrying one of his female cross-cousins, regards them all as "wives" and their brothers as "brothers-in-law";
father's sisters and mother's brothers logically are treated as identical with the spouses' parents. The Yaruro and the Sherente, practicis illustrated

ing asymmetrical cross-cousin marriage, neatly discriminate between
marriageable and prohibited kin of this category.

Such clear-cut correspondences suggest a high correlation between
orthodox cross-cousin marriage and the logically derivable nomenclature in South America. Accordingly, it lends support to the hypothesis, even though it does not definitely prove, that cross-cousin marriage may have been even more widely diffused than appears from the
records. Thus, the solitary list from the continent offered in Lewis
H. Morgan's "Systems" (1870) ascribes to the Chibcha a single word
for the husband and the father's sister's son. Although cross-cousin
marriage is denied for the people of Bogota and the modern lea, there
is evidence for it from Cartago (Joyce, 1912) so that we may at least
,

suspect

its

occurrence in the vicinity.

Terminological equations raise problems that

may

yet be satis-

—
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as Levi-Strauss suggests (1936),

woman's elder brother with her maternal uncle
unless it is to mark the fact that the son of either kinsman is her proper
mate? Here, specific evidence from such marriages is required, for
class a

the classification admits of the alternative explanation that the natives
merely group together elder male fellow-members of the speaker's
moiety.

Other sociological factors also exert an

influence.

The

'Witoto^

em-

phasizing co-residence in a maloca, put into the cross-cousin category
those parallel cousins not born in ego's settlement. This yields the
usual result that only the sons of a father's brother, not those of a
mother's

sister,

wise plays

are reckoned as brothers.

part

its

:

Grow Indian

features

The

rule of descent like-

— identification of father's

son with the father and father's sister's daughter with the
turn up among the matrilineal Canella^ whereas the
patrilineal Sherente and Araucanians present some Omaha traits
the use of a single stem for maternal uncle and mother's brother's son
sister's

—

paternal aunt

and

identification of the mother's brother's daughter with the mother.
Since the combined effect of levirate and sororate is similar to that
of a unilateral organization, we cannot always be sure as to the prob-

able cause of terminological traits consistent with either.

However,

since the Canella do not practice the levirate, their equation of father

and

father's brother (not to stress extension to the paternal aunt's

son) can be correlated only with the moiety system ; on the other hand,

Barama

who

lack clans but still have actively functioning
presumably use common stems for the parents
and relevant siblings because of these orthodox forms of union.
It must be readily admitted that there are many inconsistencies in
the available lists and that an appreciable number of features cannot
be interpreted on sociological grounds. However, considering the
imperfection of our data, the surprising point is rather the

the

levirate

and

Carib^

sororate,

amount of ascertainable correspondence.

When

the Canella differ

on crucial points of terminology from nearby fellow-Brazilians but
resemble the distant Hopi^ it is difficult not to connect the differential
resemblances with the features associated in both cases, viz, matrilinneal descent, matrilocal residence, feminine house ownership.
Irrespective of sociological explanations, a

number of

traits

may

be

mentioned for their distributional interest. Relative seniority is
sometimes emphasized beyond the common distinction of elder and
younger siblings. The Cayapa distinguish between uncles and aunts
according to whether they are older or younger than one's parents,
and among the Chipaya there are separate words for the father's
eldest, second, and youngest brother. The Yahgan degrade an uncle
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younger than one's parents to the cousin category; single out the
youngest and the first-born of a group of kin; and sometimes (notwithstanding specific nephew terms) apply a single designation to
younger brother, cousin, child, and nephew.
Reciprocal terms reminiscent of the Great Basin and California in
North America crop up in the Araucanian nomenclature: father's
father and son's son (m. sp.) mother's mother and daughter's daughter (w. sp.) mother's father and daughter's son (m. sp.) are united,
respectively, under a common term.
Teknonymy is definitely reported for the Botocudo (Manizer,
Levi-Strauss, 1943) and the
1919) the Lengua^ the Twpi (Anchieta
Yecuana (Koch-Griinberg, 1923 b). In all probability it has a much
wider distribution.
Comparatively often observers record descriptive designations of
kin, as when the Gayapa call an uncle younger than one's father "kaiapipi" and a younger sister "kai-in-tsukki" (father, "apa"; sister,
;

;

m

,

,

Similarly transparent are Goajiro terms for senior son,

"tsukki").

"tacon-uaneci-toro"

"tacon-toro"

;

;

senior daughter, "tacon-uaneci-ieba"

other daughters, "tacon-ieba".

compounds are spontaneously applied

To what

;

other sons,

extent such

in aboriginal speech remains

uncertain.

TYPES OF SOCIAL UNIT

A state organization on a modern pattern can at least be ascribed to
the higher

Andean civilizations, where it was

certainly associated with

the more primitive ayllu system still found in the region. However,
stratification occurs on simpler levels and will be dealt with under
the head of

groupings,

Government and Law. Apart from

we must take cognizance of

distinctively political

the family, the extended family

the patrilineal house community the patrilineal
by Steward; patrilineal or matrilineal moieties and
clans associations. All of these may at times assume political funcin Kirchhoff 's sense

band

;

;

as defined

;

tions.

The

Associations will be discussed in a later section.
individual family

is

probably universal and in some instances

figures as the only significant economic

and

much weaker sense of kinship
bearing a topographical name and only an
e. g.,

exhibit a

social unit.

The Yakgan,

for the larger local group

attenuated sentiment for

members of the same dialectic division. Their far more landminded Ona neighbors attach importance to their 39 territorial groups,
which approximate Steward's concept of a patrilineal band or Radfellow

cliffe-Brown's Australian horde.

Since they are emphatically exogamous, they might be classed with the autonomous land-owning
"clans" of the Southern Diegiteno (California) were it not for a doubt
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According to our
would appear that even married women did not lose
all contact with their native group and that the overwhelming majority of males had a lifelong connection with the hereditary hunting
grounds. Nevertheless, men were not precluded from settling in an
alien district with the owner's permission and the precise nature of
as to the inflexibility of the unilateral reckoning.

main

source,

it

;

a female's tie with her native territory

is

Hence, the Ona

not certain.

system, though hardly definable as "loose," does not quite attain the
rigidity of a unilateral organization

and may be taken

as a borderline

case.

The Witoto house community, on the
the status of
all

its

members.

Marriage

is

other hand, strictly defines

patrilocal

and exogamous, and

those born within the settlement bear the same surname.

Here,

and females are brought together exactly as in a typical
patrilineal clan. The Yagua in the same area have similar "clan"
then, males

malocas.

and
have a fairly wide but far from preponderant distribution.
They are conspicuously lacking in the Chaco and regions southward,
with the Araucanian case dubious. In a great many populations of
intermediate cultural status, such as the Tropical Forest area and
Definitely unilateral types of aggregation, such as moieties

clans,

coastal Brazil, Kirchhoff 's extended family prevails

—a residential unit

comprising the native blood-kindred of a settlement plus the affinities
who dwell with them. Since it does not fix the alinement of members
once and for all, it falls under the head of "loose" organizations.

Loose systems, however,

may have

a distinct bias toward either rule

of descent ; indeed, without such trends

it is

impossible to conceive the

Hence, we should not be surprised to
find characteristics of unilateral systems among loosely organized
peoples.
However, we must be careful not to ascribe a matrilineal
or a patrilineal pattern on the basis of such elements such classification must rest on explicit statements that children are reckoned kin
with their mother or their father. To illustrate the danger of not
observing this precaution, many tribes of the Amazon-Orinoco area
origin of full-fledged clans.

:

practice matrilocal residence, a frequent concomitant of

and hyponot an adequate
cause of such clans, since the avuncular marriage reported in the same
region excludes the possibility of such a system. Inheritance or succession in either line is a safer index: the nepotic rule of the Chibcha
thetical condition for matrilineal clans.

certainly

Yet

makes

it

But

plausible that they once

it is

had matrilineal clans.
and rank of

there, as well as elsewhere in the world, property

have been known to descend according to diverse prinhence there is no positive proof.

different types
ciples,

738931—49

23
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Recognizing its incompleteness, we offer the following
having indisputably unilateral types of organization
Matrlineal

list

of tribes

Patrilineal

Locono
Yaruro

Oubeo
Witoto
Tucuna

Canella

MundurucH

Apinaye

Parintintin

North&)-n Cayap6

Sherente

Chiajiro

Caingang

Bororo

—

Moiety and multiple clan systems. The
and patrilineal systems in the same continent

lineal

coexistence of matri(or even in the

world) has been differently interpreted. Some scholars (Olson, 1933;
Levi-Strauss, 1944 b) stress the generic idea of unilateral reckoning as
a feature common to both and point to the geographical proximity of
matrilineal and patrilineal organizations as evidence of their genetic

Wilhelm Schmidt (1924) postulates a separate origin for
the two, as does Lowie (1934), who holds that it is extremely difficult
to pass from a fully crystallized matrilineal to a patrilineal clan sysconnection.

tem or

vice versa, hence doubts that the unilateral principle

abstraction

—could have been diffused.

— a mere

He thinks it possible that there

may have

been several independent developments in either direction.
crucial problem is to explain the unilateral alinement of
kin if the conditions of Ona and of Witoto life automatically miite
those persons who would belong to a patrilineal clan, he regards it as

For him the
:

unnecessary to derive the patrilineal principle from the same center

of diffusion.

Another problem bears on the
ple clan systems.

relative priority of moiety

and multi-

A priori, it is possible to assume tliat a larger num-

ber of clans were either reduced to two or grouped into two major
phratries, i. e., clan unions. But it is equally plausible to suppose that

two basic tribal divisions sjolit up into lesser units which sometimes
retained and sometimes lost a sense of their earlier solidarity. Increments from without may also alter an original moiety system, with
unpredictable results: the Sherente moieties have each incorporated
an alien tribe that functions in some respects like the three clans of its
moiety, in other respects like an independent moiety. It is probable
that the problem of priority is quite different in different cases. Thus,
the Cuheo have some 30 clans grouped in 3 phratries. If one of these
latter were to recede in numerical strength, moieties might result.
On the other hand, the fusion of two Nambicuara bands in quite
recent times, each still retaining a sense of its separateness, shows
how moieties can spring up, even though we have no proof that the
full-fledged dual organizations observable elsewhere did actually so
arise.

—
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Leaving speculation aside, there are several clan systems without
Locono and Goajiro ones being matrilineal, the Witoto
and Cuheo patrilineal. In all 4 cases the large number of clans
is noteworthy
i7, 30, 31, some 30, in the order given. Though moieties are lacking, the 3 Gubeo phratries have been noted, and the
Locono likewise seem to have some major grouping. The Oubeo
phratries, though unnamed, are far from colorless, for they own
songs, conduct mourning rites, and regulate marriage.
The moieties of the non-Andean peoples are in part undivided
{Canella), in part divided into clans {Sherente, Tucuna, Palicur).
The growth of a moiety by agglutination of new units is exemplified by the above-cited Sherente case.
Apart from their frequent regulation of marriage, the South
American moieties display much diversity of function. They may,
moieties, the

—

fc. g., owe each other specific services, such as preparing each other's
youths for initiation {Bororo)^ or may be regularly pitted against
each other in sport (Apinai/S), or assume specific mutual obligations
at funerals (Bororo).

Clans, like moieties,

may

be of different status. The two Sherente
and south of the eastern

clans, localized respectively, to the north

opening of a village rank the other clans in their moieties; and it is
their prerogative to make most of the ornaments peculiar to each
subdivision of their tribal half. Corresponding forms of incorporeal
clan property are highly developed in Bororo society, where only
one moiety may manufacture bull-roarers, and the several clans
claim exclusive rights to particular names, songs, dances, emblems
even industrial specialties and decorative extensions of the penissheath for festive use.

Totemism in the full sense of the word does not seem established.
Although many moieties and clans bear animal names, such appellations are frequently given likewise to whole tribes, to men's organizations, and hordes. The Guarina tribe on the Yapura River is also
known as the Howling Monkey Indians; the Oana, who form the
main constituent of the population along the Aiari River, figure as
Wasp people; a Ttccano subgroup is known as Arrow-reed Indians;
on the lower Querary an Arawdkan horde subjugated by the Gubeo
bears the name of the Giant Snake and so forth. The Ganella have
a Duck and an Agouti society; and of their six plaza groups, five
are called Giant Snake, Bat, Carrion Vulture, Armadillo, and Dwarf
;

Parrot.

Considering, moreover, that individuals of various tribes

were called Frog, Carrion Vulture, "Wasp, Heron, Agouti, Ibis, Armadillo, and Tapir, the use of similar designations for clans or moieties
is not surprising, merely revealing a popular naming scheme.
Whereas, then, unilateral groups are far from having a monopoly
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names, by no means all of them bear designations of this
order. The following gives a fair notion of the total distribution:
Animal or plant or cosmic names belong to Yaruro moieties (Snake,
Jaguar) to many Bororo clans (e. g.. Porcupine, Caterpillar, Buriti
Palm, and Tapir) to the Tucuna clans (of which the 21 in one moiety
of totemic

;

;

are

named

after birds, while of the 15 in the other, 12 bear tree names,

2 have insect names, and 1 that of a mammal) ; to most of the 34
MwnduTucu clans (of which 5 are named for plant species, 8 for birds,

and the rest mainly after the larger animals)
Palicur clans (Wild Pineapple, Sun) ; and to the Apinaye
moieties (Sapucaia and Para chestnut). Most of the 21 Witoto house
communities conform to the pattern (10 are named after tree or plant
species or plant parts 2 after birds and the remaining 9 bear various
6 for insects or spiders,
to 2 of the 7

;

;

designations, such as deer, bees' nest,
as do' the corresponding

Yagua

game animal,

leguan, tapir),

units (designated ant, green sloth,

monkey species, acorn, tapir, cat,
But on the other hand, the complementary
dual sections of the Andean region are contrasted as "Upper" and
"Lower," terms optionally applied to the Apinuye moieties, and to the
agamic moieties of the Bororo and Palicur. The exogamous Bororo
moieties bear names not translated by Levi-Strauss (1936) and rendered by Colbacchini (1925) as "Strong" and "Weak." A corresponding antithesis appears in the "East" and "West" moieties of the
Canella. Finally, the Tucuna moieties are anonymous, the Sherente
ones having untranslated moiety names and their clans not being

partridge, wild cotton, anteater, two
parrot, and forest hen).

designated totemically.

The

attitude of clansf oik to their animal or plant

eponyms

certainly

does not have the tang of classical totemism in the tribes most carefully studied. The Tucuna recognize no mystic bond between themselves and the species whose names they bear, nor can one detect any
emotional value attaching to the trees, birds, and insects in question.
Naturally, the Indians sometimes see a connection between the
"totems" and the "totemites," but this is invariably inconsequential
and follows no fixed principle. An individual may explain his short
stature by reference to his eponym or suspect a White man's affinity
with the Oriolus clan because of his blue eyes (Nimuendaju, 1946).
Similarly, strong arguments have been advanced against the theory of
Bororo totemism. Here again there is no mystic tie, no food taboo,
the eponym being freely killed and eaten. Interestingly enough, the

—

one outstanding dietary prohibition against eating the flesh of a
veado deer is tribal, hence not totemic. Thus it seems probable that
a particular clan name was adopted merely to commemorate some

—

ancestor's visionary experience (Levi-Strauss, 1936)

Evidently the types of unit under discussion are not restricted to
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particular families, and tribes of the same stock differ fundamentally
in their social structure.

are

Arawak {Locono^

Of

the unequivocally unilateral tribes three

Palikur^ Goajiro)

;

two Tupi {Mimdurucu,

four Ge {Canella^ ApinayS^ Northern Gayapo^ Gaingang) one Tucano {Guheo) and two isolated or doubtful {Bororo^
Witoto). Of the Arawakan peoples, the Locono and Goajiro are
Parintintin)

;

;

;

and only the

latter have a dual
Apinaye, and Northern
Gayapo are matrilineal, the Sherente and Gaingang patrilineal.
With respect to descent two Arawak, three Ge, and one isolated tribe
must thus be ranged together, set off against one Arawak, two Ge,
cne TuGuna, two Tupi, and one doubtful tribe.
Though we do not know what precisely happened, the logical implications of these facts should be recognized. For example, within the
Arawakan stock the ancestral people must have been either loosely

matrilineal, the Palicur patrilineal,

division.

Of

Ge

the

tribes the Ganella^

organized, or matrilineal, or patrilineal.
the Palicur

may

On

the

first

assumption,

either have evolved their clans independently; or

borrowed them from a patrilineal center; or may have evolved or
borrowed a matrilineal system that was subsequently superseded,
through evolution or diffusion, by a patrilineal one. Corresponding
conjectures can be framed for the Locono and Goajiro. But whatever
actually happened, it is obvious that the sequence of events has not
been the same in all three instances. So far as logical possibilities
go, it need not even have been the same among the Locono and the
Goajiro.

To

it has sometimes been suggested that
economic types or cultural levels correspond to types of social
organization.
South American data lend little support to this
assumption. In the Tropical Forest area alone there is almost every
type of social structure, yet the variations in economic activity are

turn to another matter,

definite

trifling.

Loose organizations, patrilineal malocas, patrilineal and

matrilineal clans,

and

patrilineal

and matrilineal moieties are

consistent with essentially similar food-producing techniques.

can

it

be said that looseness

is

all

Nor

a necessary concomitant of the hunting

stage: the patrilocal Gna bands come very close to fixed unilateral
groups, and the Taruro are unequivocally matrilineal. It is a suggestive fact that matrilineal systems exist equally well among the Taruro
hunters, the rather intensively agricultural Locono, and the Canella,

who did some farming, but largely depended on gathering and hunting.
Moieties cannot be treated wholly as a distinctive type of clan, for

some of them do not conform to the concept of a clan at all. That
is to say, sometimes membership is not automatically fixed by heredity
and does not affect marriage arrangements, yet since there is a clear-
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be correctly designated as

''moieties."

Moieties may be distinguished as exogamous, endogamous, or agamic

whether unions occur within or without the
moieties designated as "Good" and "Bad,"
possibly in correlation with the two brothers figuring in native myth,
are endogamous, marriage between the moieties being forbidden. The
dichotomy is said to have been made apparent only at the annual war
dance (Hay, 1928, p. 108 f.). Among the Bororo and the Ganella a
twofold dichotomy yields in each tribe a pair of exogamous and a
pair of agamic moieties. The Bororo of the Rio Vermelho not only
localize their exogamous moieties in the southeast and the northwest
of the settlement, but also draw an axis perpendicular to the course
of the river, thereby creating an Upstream and a Downstream half,
each of which comes to include houses of both exogamous divisions.
The Ganella, too, have agamic moieties embracing the entire population, but functioning essentially only during the rainy season membership hinges on the acquisition of certain personal names. In addition, males only are dichotomized on two further principles, so that
there are two tribal and two masculine moiety systems.
Exogamous moiety systems characterize the Bororo, Ganella,
Northern Ga^apo, Sherente, Gaingang, Yaruro, Tucwna, Mundurucu,
and Parintintin/ agamic systems occur among the Apinaye, Palicur,
Canari, Aymara, Quechua, Ghipaya, Bororo, and Ganella.
(i. e.,

indifferent as to

two groups)

.

The Tereno

;

The

question arises in

how

far these several specimens of a dual

No one believes that they have all
developed in complete independence of one another; opinion differs
only as to the extent of diffusion that must be assumed. One can

division are genetically related.

A

hardly doubt the historical unity of the several Andean systems.
16th-century source already mentions the division of the Aymara
into two halves bearing the names hanansaya, "Upper band," and
urinsaya, "Lower band." The same designations appear in ancient
Cuzco and in modern Tiahuanaco, in which latter the moieties are
localized to the north and south of a central square. In Carangas
the "ayllus," often interpreted as clans, are
divisions called aransaya

bilingually use either these

and manansaya.

Aymara terms

meaning "east" and "west" in token of
cant parallels

among

still

grouped in major

The modern Ghipaya

or vernacular equivalents

The signifiAymara, and Ghipaya are,

their orientation.

the Ganari, Quechua,

then definite association of dual divisions with complementary cardi:

nal directions ; use of the designations as "Upper" and "Lower" their
;

agamic
(1936).

character, specifically established for the

Taking these

similarities

in

Chipaya by Metraux

conjunction with the geo-

graphical contiguity of the peoples in question and the accepted dis-
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semination of other features within the Inca Empire, we are warranted
Andean moiety center.
Turning eastward, it is also possible to reduce the conceivable cases
of independent dual organizations. The duplication of the Bororo
and Ganella systems is easily explained by the hold which the pattern of dichotomy had evidently obtained on the minds of these natives, which with the Ganella led to still further experimentation
restricted to male groupings. The case of the Apinaye^ too, seems
simple. These people share matrilineal localized moieties with their
i^llow-Tiiribira as well as with their other fellow-6^6, the Northern
Gayapo^ whom they resemble in many other traits. They depart
markedly in that their dual scheme is agamic, marriage being regulated by an absolutely unique fourfold division of the tribe into kiye,
which can be regarded only as a late specialization. Moreover, though
primarily called after two species of chestnut, the moieties are often
in speaking of a single

Upper and Lower, corresponding to Pau cTArco Gayapo
These three Ge systems must, therefore, be regarded as offshoots
from a common ancestral type. Apinaye agamy cannot be considered
fatal to this assumption, for however important the regulation of
marriage may be, its transfer from a larger to a smaller unit has been
rendered probable in various parts of the world.
designated as

usage.

The point at issue is whether the residual instances, Andean and nonAndean, are amenable to similar treatment. Olson and Levi-Strauss
have stressed a pair of widespread parallels whose significance certainly cannot be ignored. The Sherente^ Ganella^ Apinaye^ Northern
Gayapo^ and Bororo have a definite localization of moieties within the
settlement, thus resembling the Andeans of Cuzco and Tiahuanaco;
the TuGuna^ though without this feature, at least mythologically link
their halves with east and west. Further, the characteristic antithesis
of an "Upper" and a "Lower" moiety reappears among the Palicur,
Apinaye^ Gayapo, and Bororo. Surely diffusion is indicated; and,
if so, the probability is that the higher cultures played the donor's
It is, of course, not necessary to assume that at the time of dispart.
semination the peak of advancement had been reached in the west;
in fact, Levi-Strauss (1944 b) and Josef Haeckel (1938) explicitly
speak of an antecedent stage, higher than that of recent East Brazilians, yet appreciably lower than that of the Inca Empire.
The argument for diffusion, even for diffusion from an Andean
center, may be accepted, however, without conceding the derivation
of East Brazilian moiety systems. An alternative hypothesis assumes
that these were preexistent and merely adopted from the west a convenient spatial arrangement and a plausible nomenclature. The advantages of this alternative view lie in its avoidance of an indefinite
series of unprovable auxiliary hypotheses.
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moieties are agamic, and their East

—

Brazilian counterparts mostly exogamons at least two of them
(Tucuna, Sherente) rigorously so. If the marriage-regulating feature was added by the Brazilians to an agamic Andean system, then

one of the most vital aspects of their organization was not borrowed
from the west, but added independently. The alternative assumption
would be that the Andean moieties at one time were exogamous, but
this would be a wholly gratuitous conjecture. There even seems to
be doubt whether the ayllu, the closest Andean equivalent of a clan,
was exogamous. H. Trimborn (1927, p. 308) asserts local and clan
exogamy, but Louis Baudin (1928, p. 51) quotes Garcilaso and Montesinos on behalf of the contrary thesis "Si la loi d'exogamie domine
I'organisation primitive du marriage, elle n'apparait pas au Perou,

—

:

—

In fact, he flatly asserts local endogamy
"Toute union en dehors de la communaute etait interdite." Tschopik
(Handbook, vol. 2, p. 544) at least concludes that the Aymara ayllu did
not formally regulate marriage, and that this unit tended to be
endogamous. At all events, the positive evidence for exogamous dual
sinon exceptionellement

divisions in this area

."

is nil.

In other words, the Andean hypothesis accounts for the orientation
and the designations of most of the Brazilian moieties, but fails to
explain their most vital, in some instances their only, function. But

exogamy is only one of the positive traits typical of the eastern systems
and lacking in the west. The Brazilian organizations do not offer
the familiar spectacle of pale replicas of an intricate pattern that
exists

on higher planes.

On

the contrary,

it is

the

Andean system

that appears colorless by comparison: of the manifold ceremonial

involvements, of the ownership of personal name-sets, of the linkage
with athletic games, of the reciprocal duties at funerals, the Highlands

do not seem to manifest a trace. Have, then, the Ge and the Bororo
borrowed all these traits from an ampler model that subsequently
degenerated? That is conceivable, but every such unauthenticated
trait means an additional auxiliary assumption and correspondingly
weakens the primary hypothesis. If, on the other hand, the Brazilians
independently added this rich content to the fleshless Andean skeleton,
it is difficult to see why they could not have evolved the meager idea
of two antithetical social units without extraneous assistance.
The Andean hypothesis has to cope with still another difficulty. All
the Highland cultures are patrilineal, but the Yarwro^ Bororo^ Api7iaye, Canella, and Cayapo are uniformly matrilineal. Hence, the difficulty so keenly felt by some scholars of passing from one rule of descent
The recipients must have
to another appears in a special form here.

borrowed a patrilineal system, then altered it for no obvious reason
into a matrilineal one, and passed on this amended organization. Or,
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there has been borrowing by countersuggestion, certainly an unusual

phenomenon concretely it would mean, among other things, that seeing a mother's brother placed in a different unit from his sister's
children, the observers of an alien tribe would promptly put these
kinsfolk in the same category. The psychological processes underlying this metamorphosis are certainly not clear. Or, it is conceivable
that the Andeans were matrilineal when they passed on their institutions to the tribes in question, later evolved a patrilineal rule, and
:

finally disseminated the

Palicur.

This again

is

new system

to the Tucuna,

Mundurucu, and

inventing auxiliary hypotheses to prop up

the primary theory.

All these obstacles are avoided by the simple alternative here proposed: Exogamous moieties existed in Brazil prior to Andean in-

which brought merely localization and the "Lower-Upper"
These features could be adopted by either matrilineal
or patrilineal tribes without the slightest wrench in the classification

fluences,

nomenclature.
of kin.

is not asserted that this thesis is demonstrated, but merely that
has greater probability than the rival hypothesis, since it avoids the
grave difficulties inherent in the latter.

It

it

ASSOCIATIONS
This term comprises social units of manifold character which primarily have membership resting on other factors than a real or assumed bl,ood-tie. The commonest examples are "tribal societies," i. e.,
associations admitting all males, but no women bachelors' and men's
clubs age classes of either sex and an indefinite number of organiza;

;

;

and sportive, or other secular, purposes.
In South America sex dichotomy occurs frequently without culminating in a sex-restricted tribal society with a formal initiation.
Apart from the universal division of labor between husband and wife,
we must note the common separation of men and women at meals (e. g.,
Guiana Gmib^ Yagua^ Yuracare^ and Chaco). The cleavage finds
expression in various ways and on many occasions. In wartime
tions serving religious

MunduruGu braves

all slept in a

common

structure

away from the

women (Spix and

Martins, 1823-28, p. 1313), but no special building
An Ashluslay settlement has the dwellings arranged

was required.
round a plaza within which the men assemble in the shadow of a tree,
though a special shelter may be erected. Rigid separation, however,
is not universal; even in the Chaco the Chiriguano allow women to
join in public debates and festive carousals.
In many cases, to be sure, there is a veritable men's clubhouse. The
Ghacobo have a substantial structure of this order which, except for
their obligation of a matutinal sweeping, is barred to women. There
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weave baskets, manufac-

ture weapons, and prepare feather ornaments. It also serves as the
married men's, bachelors', and strangers' dormitory. The Bororo
similarly combine a workshop, lounge, and ceremonial hall, but only

guests and bachelors sleep there, though men are privileged to use the
club for consorting with their sweethearts.

The quarters for bachelors, guests, and married men are variously
combined or distinguished. Ganella and Apinaye youths segregate
themselves informally by sleeping outdoors in the center of the plaza
whenever the weather permits; the Carajd have a hall for storing
masquerade outfits that accommodates bachelors and widowers, whereas visitors sleep in the chief's dwelling (Krause, 1911, pp. 201, 332)

;

and every Sherente village or even temporary hunters' camp has a hut
for boys who have attained the requisite status conferred with a special
form of girdle. In the last-mentioned tribe the youths are obliged to
remain chaste, on pain of expulsion, so that the Sherente institution
sharply contrasts with the Bororo counterpart.
Probably most widespread among the South American associations
is the tribal society, typically characterized not only by the exclusion
but also by the intimidation of women and uninitiated boys. Commonly masquerade costumes or supposedly supernatural musical instruments, sometimes both, are strictly tabooed to all except those particularly instructed in the mysteries.

These conceptions range from
the upper Orinoco Humboldt

Venezuela to Tierra del Fuego. On
found the cult of the "botuto" (sacred trumpet), revealed only to
sexually pure youths after fasting and flagellation. Women were put
to death even if they only accidentally caught a glimpse of the instrument. In 1798 a missionary managed to save a young woman who
had incurred this judgment (Hermann Hauff in Humboldt, 1862,
5:110 f.). Cubeo neophytes learn about the instruments taboo to
women and are whipped in order to grow. On the upper Rio Negro
and its affluents the relevant performances constitute the outstanding
All females and little boys retire at the first sounds of the
festival.
holy flute, and are killed allegedly by the son of the ancestral hero of
the tribe if they catch sight of it. Novices are flogged and therewith
enter the "men's secret society" (Koch-Griinberg, 1923 a, p. 219 f.).
Such ideas are common among remote Arawak groups, such as the
On the basis
Mojo and Paressi (Alfred Metraux, 1942 a, pp. 76, 168)
of Erie's observations, Metraux has traced the institution into the
Chaco, where the Chamacocco masquerade to frighten the women,
while the boys chosen for initiation learn that the masqueraders are
not spirits but their own tribesmen and are impressed with the obligaBororo boys, after receivtion to keep the secret (Metraux, 1943 b)
ing a penis-sheath, are permitted a view of the bull-roarer, at sight of

—

—

.

.
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which women are supposed to die; henceforth the lads take part in
from which they have hitherto been barred.
The tribal men's society may center in the men's club {Paressi) but
in some instances keeps its mysterious paraphernalia in special huts
or "temples" {Mojo). A faint echo of the classical men's society is
perceptible in the Sherente men's attempt to frighten the assembled
rites

,

women.
Mv/ndurucu and Fuegian myths depict an early matriarchate, women
Mundurucu clubhouse and wind instruments, the Fuegian masquerade outfits) and thus lording it over their
husbands. The men, however, discovered the secrets and turned the
tables on their wives. The Ona initiation, apart from the boys' training, centers in the bullying of the women by mummers. Among the
Yahgan^ the educational phase forms the core of the initiation festival,
which is obligatory for both sexes. However, the antifeminist flavor
persists in weakened form in another ceremonial, which unites men in
an effort to awe outsiders by spirit impersonations comparable to those
of their neighbors. A still more attenuated form of men's society is
controlling the mysteries (the

reported from the Alacaluf.

Whenever mysteries taboo

to

society or derivative institution

women are described, a men's tribal
may reasonably be inferred. This

does not hold true for mere reports of boys' puberty

rites,

however

elaborate (Guiana), since these need not culminate in a men's organization.

Even where

conform at

a definite body

is

the misogynist pattern.

created, its nature need not

The Apinaye,

too, insist on
There are two
grades, the senior one enrolling the boys in the Warrior group. This
they leave automatically, becoming "Mature Men" as soon as the next
yomiger set has completed the Warrior training. At the age of possibly 50, when unfit for active sports, the men unobtrusively drop out
from this older group, ultimately forming a village council. The
Warriors are a status group, but theirs is the only organized unit of all,
and their solidarity wanes as they become "Mature Men." Further,
all to

the initiation of youths as a prerequisite to marriage.

the antifeminist motif

is quite lacking as a matter of fact, girl auxplay a prominent part in the institution.
The otherwise comparable Canella festival has far more complex
associational consequences. Joint participation establishes a life-long
tie; and even the young boys mimicking their seniors are definitely
;

iliaries

However, these several age groups never consolidate to
Further there is no antagonism toward
women nor studied exclusion of them girl auxiliaries figure significantly in the activities of the four most active age classes.
Boys' initiation ceremonies, then, do not necessarily imply a tribal
society, nor is the performance of masquerades a safe criterion.
The

organized.

constitute one tribal society.

;
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best-known Ge tribes have periodic performances by mummers, but
their disguises are altogether profane and inspire no one with awe.
Some authors, accepting as more or less historical the Fuegian origin
myths, regard the antifeminist type of tribal society as a reaction
against matriarchal conditions. But, apart from the lack of evidence
for a South American matriarchate, the relevant data are contradictory as to any close correlation between masculine associations and
the phenomena theoretically linked either with a gyneocracy or its
opposite. The Bororo are strictly matrilineal, but there is no sugges-

and women are as strictly barred as
anywhere from knowledge of the mysterious bull-roarer rites. When

tion of feminine ascendancy

the Sherente enact a scene of intimidating their women, such as does
not occur among their matrilineal fellow- (xe, the phenomenon may be
in

some way correlated with the difference

it is

surely far-fetched to see in

it

in

mode

of residence, but

the reflection of a great social

upheaval by which women were brought to their present state. Such
problems are best dealt with not by sweeping generalizations, but by
a refined analysis of the differences between otherwise comparable
populations. Why, for instance, are the Tahgan so markedly less
antifeminist than the Oriaf It is very probable that the better status
of women in this case is a consequence of their incomparably greater
role in aboriginal

Tahgan economy.

be, women's associations of any kind are rare.
sororities of the Eopi, of the Mandanceremonial
Equivalents of the
the hunt and the crops, and of
influencing
magically
Flklatsa societies
America
are wanting. Suggesin
North
guilds
the Cheyenne craft
Sherente
that a women's
patrilineal
the
tively enough, it is among
result
of a protest
the
obviously
not
quite
association turns up. It is
the
men's soreflection
pale
of
against masculine ascendancy, but a
the culpattern
of
associational
cieties to be noticed presently. The
their
huscopy
united
in
of
a
ture is so pronounced that the women
nurslings
admission
even
bands' organizations. There is no formal
are taken to the society's fixed assembly place and continue to attend
as they grow older. At festivals the members paint themselves in

However

this

may

;

their husbands' style and, as in the men's societies, there are

leaders

and two attendants. Unlike

its

two

models, the women's organizaThe only ceremonial

tion completely lacks economic significance.

performed by it involves the bestowal of names on two little boys.
Feminine as well as masculine age classes occur among the Northern
Cayapo. Membership in several of the grades hinges for both sexes
on parental and physiological rather than on conjugal status females
between puberty and their first delivery are in one class, those who
have borne one child form another. The Sherente have no age classes
for females, but split up the youths of the bachelors' hut into six
:

—
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by their body paint and the form of their

hair-sheath.

None

Several other types of association require mention.

of the six

A

has an initiation.
man enters the
Clown's organization by virtue of his talent for buffoonery; in the
other five cases admission automatically follows acquisition of particular personal names. These qualify the bearer simultaneously for
membership in two of the festive societies and in one of six other
groups which have each a definite place of assembly in the plaza and
distinctive decorative patterns.
Neither the festive societies nor the
plaza groups have religious significance; as explained, masquerades
are devoid of sacred connotation.
festive societies of the Ganella

The Sherente have four men's
cal functions.

It

is

societies

charged with serious practi-

they that cooperatively make clearings, engage

major hunting expeditions, and exploit stands of wild trees, which
owned by the several societies. Each organization forms a tactical
unit in warfare, organizes log-races for its members (not in competition with other societies) and figures in one great religious ceremony,
the feast of the dead. When a boy is about 8 years of age, his father
in

are

,

enrolls

him

in one of the four organizations.

The

choice

is

affected

by several considerations generally the son does not enter his father's
society, some attention being paid to the lad's wishes, but probably
more to the elders' preference, who try to maintain approximately
:

equal numerical strength in the four associations.

normally

lasts for a lifetime.

Only one

society

The

affiliation

—the one that accord-

ing to the origin tale had the youngest members when organized
has a formal initiation. Independently of the entrance into a
society, each boy at the same age also is assigned to one of the two competing tribal sports teams.

The complexity of the social arrangement in this tribe is indicated
by conditions in any of their bachelors' halls. Here the boys of one
moiety occupy the north side, the south side belonging to the complementary moiety. The space from west to east is divided among the
four societies. Beyond these localized units there are the six age
grades through which each youth has to pass during his 3 or 4 years'
residence; and every one of them further belongs to one of the two
athletic teams.

Warrior societies are reported from the pre-equestrian Guaycuru
and from the Ahipon, the latter having a military association in each
band. The members were renowned braves, who underwent a test of
fortitude and received a new name. They were set off from the common herd by tricks of speech and the right to honorific forms of address.

sake.

Some women were admitted

for their husbands' or kinsmen's
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GOVERNMENT AND LAW

—It

form a clear picture of pre-Columof South America, for aboriginal
conditions were rapidly obscured by Caucasian influences and some of
the earliest observers are liable to the suspicion of having misinterpreted what they saw. Nevertheless, certain points may be taken as
established, among them the extraordinary separatism that prevailed
in much of non-Andean South America. Whereas Baudin (1928)
sets the population of the Inca empire at over 11 million and even
Kroeber (1939) at 3 million, a great many peoples stand at the opposite pole.
(See also Handbook, vol. 2, p. 184, and this vol., p. 656.)
Separatism.

is difficult

bian political organization in

to

much

In 1774 Forster's figure (in Gusinde, 1937) for the total Yahgan population was only 2,000 and Gusinde's estimate for aboriginal times does
not exceed 2,500. As a matter of fact, these numbers represent a linguistic family, not a political entity. There were five dialectically
diverse groups with a very moderate sense of solidarity, and each was
subdivided into local bands bearing the name of a bay or some other
geographical feature.

The

sense of kinship

was stronger in this lesser
members of a family,

aggregate, but a really close tie united only the

who have been

said to constitute a miniature state. Similarly the Ona
were split into 39 hordes, each owning its hunting territory, upon
which neighbors would not needlessly trespass the numerical strength
of these bands ranged from 40 to 120 persons. An initiation festival
would, indeed, bring together members of distinct hordes, but it was
an extraordinary event to have as many as 200 people assembled in
one spot.
Equally extreme was the separatism of the Botocudo: Manizer's
( 1919) Krenak band defined its boundaries by landmarks and regarded
them as inviolable and even bands of the same tribe were constantly
waging feuds. In a large number of cases, then, the South American
village, horde, maloca, or even family constituted the sole counterpart
of the modern state. The Sherente^ credited with an unusual racial
solidarity, go beyond these limits, for different settlements unite in
opposing alien enemies and a village chief is chosen and deposed by
a conclave of chiefs representing the several villages. Yet there has
never been a paramount tribal chief, and the sporadic attempts toward wider union are balanced by such centrifugal tendencies as the
feuds between associations over stands of buriti and babassu trees or
the assumption of punitive powers by a moiety.
The Panamanians, relatively advanced as they were, never achieved
major integration. According to the 16th century chroniclers, a
narrow area was divided up among sundry independent and mutually
hostile peoples. The army of 4,000 warriors that one chief mustered
against the Spaniards probably marks the acme of cohesion in non;

;
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Andean South America. The figure is roughly paralleled by the 3,000
who aided the Dutch against the Portuguese and by the 5,000
Ghiriguano who rebelled against the Wliites in 1890. The entire popu-

^'Tapuya'''

lation would, of course, be several times as large.

Chiefs.

with

its

—As to

the nature of the political

centralization of supreme

power

ties,

the Inca

Empire

in a divine ruler again

stands at one pole, while at the other are various groups without any
official authority whatsoever.
Such authority is lacking, e. g., among
the Fuegians; for
stricted to

much

members of

of the year the YahgarCs contacts are re-

his family, outsiders being treated in accord-

ance with traditional notions of right and wrong. Thus, the individual
adult enjoys a maximum of personal liberty, though old men of

exemplary character may informally exert much influence. Only in
order to control the throng at an initiation festival two Yahgan temporarily exercise definite functions one a venerable patriarch
charged with preserving the traditional procedure, the other a

—

younger, but mature master of ceremonies to direct the daily routine.
On a higher level, the Jivaro have leaders only for raids; they lack
the word for "chief," a concept they are obliged to express by a

Spanish or a Quechua term (Karsten, 1935; Stirling, 1938).
More commonly a community or major group has a recognized
head, who may be provided with insignia of his status. A newly
appointed Sherente chief thus receives a decorated bow, a sheaf of
arrows, three staff-clubs, and for public appearances a ceremonial
lance. His Ghiriguano colleague puts tufts of hair on his head, wears
greenstone ear-drops, and carries decorated dance poles. Tasseled
staffs of walking-stick size were an old-fashioned Palicur "captain's"
or "lieutenant's" emblems and a ^''Tapuya^'' chief's tonsure and extra
long thumb nails marked him off from the rank and file.
However, a permanent and accepted headman is not necessarily
the ruler of his people. Innumerable explicit statements either derive
such influence as he exerts from the number of his kindred or deny
him any coercive powers except in times of danger.
Oariri chief
was strong in proportion to the number of children and nephews supporting him (Martin de Nantes, 1706, p. 103). In one of the autonomous modern Taulipdng settlements the headman has very little to say
until hostilities break out with another group. In 1639, Herckman
(Pompeu Sobrinho, 1934, p. 18) found the ''''Tapuya''' chief highly
respected when he led his warriors, whereas at home "Nao e tao
honrado (he is not so honored) ." A Carajd chief is wholly dependent
on his villagers' goodwill if they are dissatisfied, they simply desert
;

A

;

A

him.
historical case occurred in 1792, when the people quarreled
with the chief, whom they considered a malevolent sorcerer, and took
refuge on a sandbank (Krause, 1911, p. 321).
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For a correct picture of political life we must constantly keep in
mind the concrete arrangements of living. Where the social unit
coincides with the individual family,
trol,

its

head naturally assumes con-

possibly with occasional arbitrariness, but restrained by senti-

mental considerations.

made up

But

a great

many South American

tribes are

an independent
community. This holds true equally for the predominantly matrilocal
Guiana groups and for the patrilocal maloca settlements in the Rio
Negro country. To take the former type, an ambitious man eager to
found a new village can do so through the aid of active young men
who, in return for their services, become his sons-in-law. In such
circumstances the headman may, if that is his disposition, be a patri-

expanded

essentially of

families, each in

archal bully, but in the majority of cases the relationships are likely
to

assume a genial tinge

all

around.

He

is,

after

all,

dealing with his

sons (so far as they are not married elsewhere), his daughters and

and his grandchildren. To be sure, a son-in-law is
sometimes defined as a "serf," but at bottom this means merely that
he is an alien obliged to justify by work his existence as a coresident
and son-in-law. This is proved by the fact that he is occasionally
chosen as the new chief, taking precedence of his wife's brothers
{Rucuyen). To sum up, in these simpler instances of aggregation
the foremost man exercises control essentially as the head of a

their husbands,

household.

When

several communities unite or if the single village has a

homogeneous population, the situation grows more complibut this does not yet in itself imply an appreciable increase in

larger, less

cated,

the authority of a single leader.

As

a matter of fact, even relatively

may have two

or more titular chiefs, none of them
supreme unless by virtue of individual gifts. In 1940 the missionized
G(5rotire Cayapo had as many as 5, and 2 years earlier the 300

small groups

Ganella of Ponto village had

3.

In such situations either the

senior incumbent or the strongest personality

ancy, but would rarely be an autocrat.

is

likely to gain ascend-

A common check, either with

or without fellow-chiefs, appears in the assembly of adult men, which

may

be quite loose (Barama Carih), but often appears as a formal
The three Canella chiefs display no lust of power, receive

council.

not a whit more in the

way

of food offerings than any council

and perform precisely the same work

mem-

any tribesman.

This
sometimes holds true even for genuine rulers,
as among the GMriguano^ where no Indian refuses to obey the chief,
who, nevertheless, performs arduous labors himself while his wife
cooks her meals and sweeps her house precisely like other women. The

ber,

as

latter condition, in fact,

presence of a serf or slave caste naturally alters the situation.
below.)

(See

:
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strange that

deemed essential. The presumable
heir is educated for the purpose from childhood, being segregated for
4 years in a hut, where his father imparts relevant instruction until
special training for the ojSice is

a great festival indicates the son's competence.

son
a

Failing chief's children, the

is ineligible.

young boy, who,

office in

if his

the customary

mother consents,

way (Krause,

is

An unschooled chief's
men

of the village elect

then prepared for the

1911, p. 322).

Although the functions of a chief are often enough ill-defined,
and again in the descriptive accounts.

tain features' recur again

cer-

He

a peacemaker, represents his people in contacts with other tribes or
Whites, welcomes visitors, and directs economic undertakings. Very
is

and documented for groups as distant as Tehuelche and 'Tathe indulgence in admonitory harangues, personally or by
proxy, a trait reminiscent of various North American Indians. Contypical

puya'^

is

cerning the Pilagd

we

learn

Every day at sunset, the cacique whose spirit moves him launches into a vast
The customary theme of these harangues is peace, harmony,
improvisation.
and honesty, virtues recommended to all the tribesmen. [M^traux, 1937, p. 390.]
.

Far

.

.

to the north the Sherente chief assembles the village for sim-

ilarly didactic

purposes

Stepping in front of the semicircle and resting his hands on the ceremonial
lance while rocking his body back and forth, he would impressively and vividly

harangue the crowd for possibly an hour, [The gist of his remarks was to inculcate the need for preserving ancient ceremonial and custom.] In conclusion he
[Nimuendaju, 1942, p. 15.]
would urge all to live in peace and harmony.
.

At daybreak

the

Tupinamba

chief

.

.

would

revel in similar

admoni-

(Metraux, 1928 b, p. 179). Here and there this oratorical
office is divorced from the chieftainship, devolving on a special dignitary, as among the Apinaye^ whose chief and elders in secret session
choose a "counselor." "His duty lies in admonishing the villagers to
." He does this almost every morning.
preserve traditional usage.
As part of his duties he also superintends ceremonies, often plays a
major part in them, and when food is distributed on such occasions he
receives a share at least equal to the chief's. The ^'Tapuya^'' "king,"
Jan de Wy, had a herald announce what the people were to do, where
and when they were to go, where to camp, and so forth (Barlseus, 1659,
p. 695 ff.) Among the Cashinawa^ again, it was the chief himself who
exhorted his people to live in peace and avoid adultery and every morning he would allot tasks for hunters and fishermen. Given this emphasis on oratory, one understands the explanation a Ghiriguano
offered for the existence of a female chief "Her father
had taught
her to speak" (Nordenskiold, 1912 a.)
On the upper Xingii, generous entertainment of the people is a pretions

.

.

;

:

738931
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,

.
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and one lawful heir to the dignity
known to have emigrated because he was afraid of the expense

requisite to popularity as a chief,
is

involved in the

office.

Judicial functions in a strict sense are rare, for legal procedure as a
rule lacks the formalities typical of African Negroes.

What some

writers attribute to the chief under this head for the most part coincides with his duties as a peacemaker and involves no means for enforcing a verdict. In certain cases, however, something more is implied.
Yagua jury composed of the chief and the elders might exile an
offender against the laws of incest. Among the Afinaye the chief
inaugurates steps against sorcerers, and the supposed victim's kindred
carry out the sentence. Similarly, a Sherente chief orders the execution of maleficent magicians, but apart from this obligation the chief
acts merely as a moderator between contending parties.
In other
words, torts predominate over crimes; a husband and an adulterer
will fight a duel; bodily injury is atoned by an indemnity to the injured person; murder was formerly avenged not by any central authority, but by the dead man's moiety in some instances perhaps by
his association.
Strangely enough, a Pilagd cacique will thrash a thief
who fails to restore stolen property, but does not interfere in murder
cases, vengeance being left to the aggrieved family, who may or may
not content themselves with an indemnity. On the other hand, a 17thcentury Mojo chief personally chastised two unresisting murderers.
Comparatively elaborate procedures are ascribed to the early natives of Panama. Adultery, theft, murder were all punished by death,
judgment being passed by the chief. Commoners were captured by
special officers who executed the chief's orders on them. When the
offender was a nobleman the chief assembled his subjects, proclaimed
the criminal's deeds, clubbed him over the head, possibly also transfixing him with a lance by way of demoting him, and allowed an
attendant to complete the execution if necessary. Notwithstanding
this unusual display of legalism, self-help was not abrogated: the
owner of a maize field who caught a pilferer was allowed forthwith to
cut off both his hands (Lothrop, 1937 a)
The factors which lead to an intensification of the chief's power are
not altogether clear. Though it is great in some of the more complex
cultures, there is no simple ratio between, say, economic level and
centralization of authority.
The fairly advanced Jivaro have no
chiefs, whereas those of the Bororo exert considerable influence.
Kirchhoff (1931, p. 191) has suggested as concomitants of exalted

A

—

chieftainship the greater extent and stability of the local unit, as

well as the wealth of legends centering in the deeds of the chief's
ancestors. These points merit further investigation, but cannot be
regarded as established.
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One statement may fairly be offered. The chief's influence is indefiwhen he combines religious with secular functions, a
phenomenon that recurs with tolerable frequency and on different levels
of complexity. Among the Cdgaba (Preuss, 1919-20) there are no
nitely enhanced

chiefs excepting the priests: "the priests are at the

chiefs"

;

all

same time the

the warring Cdgaba mentioned in the texts are explicitly

Similarly, in 1915 G. Bolinder (1925, p. Ill) found the
lea firmly convinced that their leader must be a medicine man and in
called priests.

;

1941 these Indians were still ruled by their spiritual guides, whose
"power seems singularly unaffected by the group's 20 years' exposure to
Christianity" (Knowlton, 1944, p. 264). Again, the head of each
Yaruro moiety (PetruUo, 1939) and of every Tsatchela district in

Ecuador is invariably a shaman (Von Hagen, 1939, p. 39 f.).
Far to the south, and very near the bottom of the scale in material
advancement, each Botocudo band has for its leader the "strongest"
man, with strength defined not as physical (nyipmro), but as supernatural power (yikegn) granted by the spirits. The beneficiary has
the ability to transform himself and others, to cure by remedies which
his supernatural patrons supplied, and even to resuscitate the dead.
Characteristically, a band has been intimately tied up with its chief, so
that the names of many Botocudo leaders have come down to us, whereas those of neighboring tribes' chiefs are unrecorded (Nimuendaju,
A classical case of shaman-chiefs is that of the Apapocuva1946)
Guarani with their prolonged series of migrations under the spell of
such leaders. Fusion of the two functions is at least possible among the
Chiriguano^ common on the Pilcomayo River, and regular in Tapirape
society.
Of Mojo chiefs it is said that those who were also shamans
.

enjoyed "a far stronger position" (Metraux, 1943 a). Even when the
chief is not actually an intermediary between his people and the spirit
world, his control of ceremonial regalia and the prerogative of fixing
the dates of religious festivals or of directing them will surround him
with a halo of prestige. This, in addition to a strong individuality,
may explain the influence of the paramount Bororo chief met by LeviStrauss (1936) in the Rio Vermelho region. Another suggestive instance is that of the '"''Tapuya''' "king" who would blow smoke on sick
boys, in other words, who in particular circumstances played a shaman's part (Barlseus, 1659).
priori, one might expect a close correlation between warfare and
aggrandizement of the chief's power and this assumption gains some
support from the recurrent statements that his authority, however
limited otherwise, becomes autocratic in times of hostilities. It would
seem that in martial tribes the step toward making this condition
permanent would be taken over and over again by ambitious men,
but actually there is little evidence of such a development. The

A

;
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Jivaro are as militaristic a people as any, every man aspiring to gain
However, neither at present nor in the 16th
fighter.
century did ambition turn toward establishing a dictatorial govern-

renown as a

Accordingly, the very considerable power exercised by Chiriguano in contrast to Ashluslay chiefs may have other causes than
those which at first blush seem plausible, as is indeed indicated by the

ment.

above-mentioned case of a woman at the head. It should further be
noted that the war chief may be quite distinct from the village chief

{Turuna).
Rules of succession. Succession is often filial (e. g., Yuruna,
Siriono, Guaruni), but appears with important qualifications. The
Pilagd recognize as heir only a son of the chief's first wife. In many
tribes substitutes serve if the customary successor is deemed unfit.
A variation reminiscent of Tenachtitlan combines the collateral with
the filial principle: a man is succeeded, in turn, by his brothers, his
son assuming office only after the death of his several paternal uncles
{Siusi, Cubeo). Many tribes preserve filial succession by exempting

—

a chief's son

from

their otherwise general rule of matrilocal resi-

Often the law of succession is flexible: a Witoto who lacks
male issue may import the husband of his daughter to become chief
after him; and a Rucuyen chief appointed as his successor not one
of his adult sons, but a capable son-in-law. On the death of one
Bacairi chief who had only a young daughter the widow's brother
assumed the title, but was superseded by the girl's husband as soon as
dence.

she got married.

Several instances of nepotic succession are well

The Yaruro theoretinephew to take over, but are practically guided by
The Canella, with their multiple-chief system, do

substantiated {Chibcha, Bororo^ Apinaye).
cally prefer the

his suitability.

not fix succession by matrilineal descent as might be expected, but
have the chiefs and the council of elders fill a vacancy. Appointment as well as deposition of chiefs by a conclave of his colleagues
occurs likewise

among

the Sherente, so that the hereditary principle

by no means universal. Lacking sons, a Carajd chief may be succeeded by a daughter, not by her husband; during the chief's ab-

is

may act as a substitute (Krause, 1911, p. 322 f .)
Prestige; rank; classes. In South America, as elsewhere, the
absence of hereditary classes does not exclude marked differences in
status, which may or may not be coupled with differences in political
power. The chiefless Yahgan pay reverence to old age, and even

sence his wife or a son

—

where a shaman holds no secular position his influence on everyday
may be very great. Unusual competence in any esteemed activity
may imply kudos and its natural consequences a Jivard^s reputation

life

:

is

directly proportionate to the

as trophies;

and a Guato

is

number

of enemies' heads he has taken

similarly honored for every jaguar he has

—
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youth without such achievements to his credit

is in-

eligible for marriage.

The Sherente^ with
offices

good many
For example, chiefs,

their wealth of ceremonial, organize a

that confer privilege on their incumbents.

leaders of men's associations,
their wives, are entitled to a

and sundry other dignitaries, along with
memorial celebration. Again, a motley

—

aggregation of CaneUa persons chiefs, age-class leaders, girl auxilmen's associations, female leaders in singing, and the men

iaries of the

whom

honorary chiefs and quasi-consuls
form of burial and rank as a ceremonial aristocracy
called "hamren." This example illustrates the distinction between
titular and actual eminence, for the councilors as a body, who largely
dominate communal life, are not ipso facto hamren, nor is the precentor, though he plays a far more conspicuous part than his female
alien tribes elect as their

receive a special

counterpart.

Sometimes distinctions are introduced in otherwise democratic
by the grading of comparable social units. Thus, one of the
Bororo moieties is superior to its complement in several ways it owns
the best ornaments, has the exclusive right to make bull-roarers, and
societies

:

invariably provides village chiefs (Levi-iStrauss, 1944 a, p. 267).
The clans of these people also differ noticeably in wealth, especially
of the immaterial type, so that some of

them are considered

rich, others

poor. Again, an Apinaye chief must belong to the Kolti moiety, which
ranks the other in any joint ceremonial; and among the Sherente the
dual division associated in the natives' mind with the sun regularly
takes precedence of the lunar moiety. The Sherente also suggestively
Two remnants of deillustrate the effects of incorporating aliens.
one
each
moiety, and fortribes
one
time
added,
to
cadent
were at
appropriate
domiciliary
site assigned
having
an
mally assimilated by
native
consciousness
still
figure
in
as "eththey
to them. Nevertheless,
years
one
of
the
new
clans
been
minorities"
in
recent
has
and
nic
inferiority
the
very
moiety
of
which
it
now
forms
by
twitted with its
part.

Whereas the preceding cases illustrate emphasis on status and
prestige rather than an aristocratic trend, this no longer holds for
the Chiriguano. Their paramount chiefs, who are said to own or
at least to control the land, preserve their genealogies, and kinship
with them is a tribesman's boast. The Baure couple similar attitudes
with endogamy: a chief's first wife is supposed to be the daughter
of one of his peers; and successors are limited to her offspring. A
veritable class system is reported for the Paressi; the head of a
household lords it over a body of dependents, who are obliged to build
his huts, do the farming, fetch firewood, and yield whatever they may
earn.
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So long
absorbed
as prisoners are taken only sparingly, they are likely to be
into the community of their captors, but as soon as it becomes a
regular practice to keep enemies, as is said to have been the O magna

Such a

caste system develops

most readily through war.

custom, servants are set off as a body against their masters. The complexity of Panamanian society was partly due to this factor. Prisoners of war constituted a class of slaves with several subdivisions,

such as the chief's litter-bearers, ordinary slaves, domestics, berslave bore his master's property mark, being branded or
daches.
tattooed, and often had a front tooth knocked out as a status badge.
new chief generally at once adopted a distinctive design to be "worn
He and his wives had the
like a livery by his slaves and vassals."

A

A

prerogative of traveling in litters and lived in great luxury. Under
the great chiefs was an aristocracy, composed of distinguished warriors

whose title was passed on

on condition that they,
and
but below the nobility

to their sons but

too, devoted themselves to warfare.

—

The

relative population

standing of the commoners above the slaves,
seem to be unknown (Lothrop, 1937 a, pp. 22-24)
In the Chaco, the equestrian Mhayd as described by Sanchez Labrador (1910) in the 19th century stand out in sharp relief against
such unstratified people as the Choroti. Even the Mhayd commoners

had three or four slaves each, originally recruited from war captives,
whose duty it was to till the soil, fetch firewood, cook, and perform
other menial tasks while their masters hunted, fished, and made war.
Notwithstanding their economic exploitation, however, the slaves were
well treated. The Mhayd proper had several grades, the hereditary
nobility being itself subdivided and ranking above those ennobled
commoners whose titles could not be transmitted to their children.
Below these were the far more numerous warriors and ordinary freemen, whose precise status is not clear. The upper classes were described as inordinately vain of their superior rank, outwardly indicated by tattooed or painted designs, and the trend was toward endogamy. An obviously similar pattern ( without slaves ? ) prevailed among
the Tereno^

who

recognized three distinct classes

—chiefs,

warriors,

and "camp-followers." Here endogamy is said to have been safeguarded by severe penalties. A warrior could be elected to a chieftain's station, and a camp-follower who had killed many enemies was
able to rise to the warrior's grade.

The Mhayd

polity, however, was complicated by a curious relationthem and their agricultural neighbors, the Guana. In
war captives, who formed an unequivocally subordinate

ship between
contrast to

Gvxmd never regarded themselves as inferior to the Mhayd
file, but only to the chiefs.
The probably too simple explanation offered is that Mhayd chiefs by marrying Guana women of

caste, the

rank and
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rank had automatically gained control over their wives' subjects. In
consequence, a particular group of Guana ( =Niyolola) would come to
recognize an individual Mhayd chief as their overlord without assuming an absolutely inferior status. The chiefs visited their ChwmA subjects' settlements at harvest time and collected "tribute."
As a matter of fact, the terms sometimes used to indicate the relationship, such
as "slaves" and "homage," are singularly inappropriate; it is more
aptly characterized as symbiotic by Herbert Baldus (1939, pp. 121Early accounts picture the Guana "slaves" as remarkably inde123)
pendent, in fact, as sometimes voluntarily entering the services of a
Mhayd^ and the account of an overlord's visit where they "reciben el
pleito homenaje de sus criados (receive due homage of their servants)"
is curious beyond words (Sanchez Labrador, 1910-17, 2 267 f.)
These
strange "servants" entertained their masters during a 3 days' annual
.

:

stay, did not hesitate to ask

.

them for knives and other

articles of

—indeed, a Mhayd lady would willingly present her most highly

value

prized

gewgaws

("sus

mas estimadas

bujerias") to her host's wife.

If a request were not graciously granted, these "serfs" clandestinely

appropriated what they could, and their masters, instead of meting
out punishment, were content to let their "servants" retain the stolen
goods, merely indemnifying themselves by declaring with patrician
disdain that the Niyolola were thieves ("son unos ladrones"). Evidently the bond between the two groups savors of some sort of trading

Baldus is certainly right in denying that it belongs
same category with that between the Mhayd and their slave

relationship.

in the
caste.

It should further be clear that although

war

captives have unques-

among the
not due to conquest of weaker peoples, a
remark that holds equally for the Panamanians and other comparable
tionably yielded a subordinate caste the finer distinctions

Mhayd above

the slaves

is

instances.

Finally, some mention must be made of the Macu^ not to be confused with the Macu^ a small tribe of traders found by Schomburgk

and Koch-Griinberg (1923 b) along the middle course of the Aiari
The Macu are nomads of the upper
Amazon and Rio Negro country with a culture inferior to that of their
River, west of the Rio Uraricuera.

neighbors.

The designation seems

to be a blanket term, as lacking

North American "Digger Indians." At all events,
their position, though probably always humble, is not uniform.
On
in precision as the

the Caiari River they live wretchedly enough, but are
special jobs, such as repairing a boat, for

as

day laborers.

On

for

the Tiquie River, however, they are literally

slaves obliged to render all
their masters with

summoned

which they are compensated

game,

manner of domestic services, to supply
and vegetable food, and to prepare

fish,
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Tucana men claim

coca.

Macu

access to

girls,
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and in cases of death

supposedly due to sorcery the Macu are likely to be made the scapegoats the alleged male culprits were until recently killed, their women
being abducted to be sold to White slave-traders. Nevertheless, in
general their treatment is not harsh, rather suggesting that meted out
to household animals (Koch-Griinberg, 1923 b, pp. 175 f 335)
The coordination and subordination of heterogeneous groups have
evidently been carried out along a number of distinct lines by the
;

,.

South American natives.
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